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Abstract:

This paper explains the definition and congenialities of sexual harassments as all kinds of act that is direct or has connotation to sexual things unilaterally and not be expect; causing shame, angry, hateful, and aggrieve, etc. Also, explains gender perspective on individual media worker and media institution in presenting product of the sexual harassment. The media represent the text and image of the woman is the object to serve the man. Woman is imaged as the sexual object; have to come up as the object of sexual compulsion. Woman must signalize sexual fascination, ready to sexual worthlessly, and tolerate to the sexual aggression of man. Nevertheless, there is also media has product presenting the resistance or not be apt of woman to accepted the act on sexual harassment; or presenting the sexual inferior on man when dealing with more owning woman of power (economic, politics). Based on case of man and woman relation in media which is carried the sexual harassment view, its possible that media is still carry the old conservative values behave on the patriarchy societies with woman as sub ordinate. Or the media might possibly deconstructed the old values with more egalitarian relationship image as the justice gender
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